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Weyl semimetals are a three dimensional topological phase of matter with linearly dispersed Weyl
points which appear in pairs and carry opposite chirality. The separation of paired Weyl points
allows charge transfer between them in the presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields, which is
known as the chiral anomaly. In this paper, we theoretically study the influence of the chiral anomaly
induced chiral charge imbalance on the Josephson current in a Weyl superconductor-Weyl semimetal-
Weyl superconductor junction. In Weyl superconductors, two types of pairings are considered,
namely, zero momentum BCS-like pairing and finite momentum FFLO-like pairing. For BCS-like
pairing, we find that the Josephson current exhibits 0-pi transitions and oscillates as a function of
λ0L, where λ0 is the chirality imbalance induced by the parallel electric and magnetic fields and L
is the length of the Weyl semimetal. The amplitude of the Josephson current also depends on the
angle β between the line connecting two paired Weyl points and the transport direction along the
junction. For FFLO-like pairing, the chirality imbalance induced periodic oscillations are absent
and the Josephson current is also independent of the angle β. These findings are useful in detecting
the chiral anomaly and distinguishing the superconducting pairing mechanism of Weyl semimetals.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade or so, a great progress in con-
densed matter physics has been made by the discovery
of topological insulators1,2. Topological insulators have
a bulk energy gap and gapless surface states, which are
protected by the time-reversal symmetry. Recently, the
topological matter is further extended to Weyl semimet-
als (WSMs)3. WSM is a three-dimensional (3D) phase
where linearly dispersed Weyl cones appear in pairs in
momentum space carrying opposite chirality. The sep-
aration of Weyl points (WPs) with opposite chirality
allows charge transfer between them in the presence of
parallel electric and magnetic fields, as a consequence of
chiral anomaly4,5. The chiral anomaly is a peculiar non-
conservation of chiral charge and is mostly discussed in
the context of high-energy physics. In WSMs, the charge
density at a single WP is not conserved; the application
of parallel E and B fields drives charges from one WP
to the other with opposite chirality. This charge pump-
ing effect induces a chemical potential difference between
two paired WPs, which is also referred to as chiral charge
imbalance or chirality imbalance. The chiral anomaly re-
sults in unusual transport properties6–8 in WSMs, which
have attracted much attention9–18.
The WSM phase requires broken time reversal19,20 or
inversion symmetry21,22. Theoretically, WSM has been
predicted from the first principle calculation and success-
fully observed experimentally in non-centrosymmetric
transition metal monophosphides, such as NbP, NbAs,
TaP and TaAs23–29. Recent studies show that WSM
can also be realized in some other materials, in-
cluding pyrochlore iridates A2Ir2O7 where A is Lan-
thanide or yttrium element3, the ferromagnetic com-
pound HgCr2Se4
30–32, multilayer structure made of topo-
logical and non-topological insulator thin films20, and
magnetically doped Bi2Se3
33.
The unique physics of WSMs also motivates further re-
search on the superconducting pairing mechanism. Par-
ticularly, doped WSMs facilitate two types of super-
conducting pairings—internode and intra-node pairings.
The internode pairing forms zero momentum Bardeen-
Schrieffer-Cooper (BCS) state34, while the intra-node
pairing exhibits a finite momentum Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-
Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state34–36. Different analysis meth-
ods yield different energetically preferred pairing states.
Mean-field calculations show that FFLO-like pairing
is favored for pairing states with even parity (singlet
pairing)34. For pairing states with odd parity (triplet
pairing), a short and long-range interaction results in
FFLO- and BCS-like pairing states as ground states,
respectively37. The BCS-like pairing is also predicted to
be energetically preferred in the weak coupling regime38.
Considering the theoretical controversy on the pairing
mechanism in WSMs, the experimental verification is
very desirable.
The Josephson effect is one of the powerful tools to
identify the superconducting pairing. Recently, the An-
dreev reflection39,40 and Josephson effect41–46 in a WSM
have been theoretically investigated in several works. It
has been predicted that at the interface between a time-
reversal breaking WSM and a conventional s-wave su-
perconductor, the singlet pairing requires the intra-node
Andreev reflection due to the spin-momentum locking of
Weyl fermions42–44. This extra momentum of the pair
gives rise to an unusual oscillation in the Josephson cur-
rent whose period is proportional to the distance between
two paired WPs in momentum space. The effect of quan-
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FIG. 1. (Left) Schematic diagram of the WSC-WSM-WSC
Josephson junction: A WSM at 0 < z < L sandwiched be-
tween two WSCs at z < 0 and z > L. The left (right) WSC is
characterized by the phase ϕL (ϕR). (Right) Schematic of the
momentum space with two WPs located at ±k0 in the kx-kz
plane, the angle between the line joining the two WPs and
the kz-axis is β. There exists a chirality imbalance between
two WPs.
tum interference between the bulk channel and the sur-
face channel in Dirac semimetal based Josephson junc-
tion has also been studied recently45. However, the inves-
tigation in the effect of chiral anomaly on the transport
in superconducting heterojunctions is still rare.
In this work, we investigate the Josephson current in
a Weyl superconductor (WSC)-WSM-WSC junction as
shown in Fig. 1. We consider both BCS- and FFLO-like
pairings in two WSCs. For BCS-like pairing, the Joseph-
son current exhibits 0-pi transitions and oscillations that
depend on the length of the WSM and the chirality im-
balance induced by an E ·B field. The Josephson current
also depends on the angle β between the line connecting
two WPs and the transport direction along the junction.
For FFLO-like pairing the 0-pi transitions and oscillations
are absent and the Josephson current is also independent
of β. These findings are useful in detecting the chiral
anomaly and distinguishing the superconducting pairing
mechanism of Weyl semimetals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we introduce the model and solve the scattering prob-
lem for quasiparticles based on the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
(BdG) equation. The Andreev bound states (ABSs) are
obtained from the scattering matrices and the Josephson
current is obtained from ABSs. In Sec. III, we present
the numerical results of Josephson current and Andreev
bound states for both BSC- and FFLO-like pairing and
discuss the underlying physics. Finally, the conclusion
remarks are given in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
The Josephson junction under consideration is
sketched in Fig. 1 with two WSCs at z < 0 and z > L
and a WSM layer in the region 0 < z < L. The two WPs
with opposite chirality are located at ±k0 in the kx-kz
plane, and the line joining two WPs makes an angle β
with the kz-axis. For such a configuration, an effective
two band Hamiltonian for a single WP is used in the
references39,41. We use the same model for our present
study. The effective two band Hamiltonian around the
Weyl node ±k0 is
H± = ~ν(k1σ1 + k2σ2 ∓ k3σ3)− µ±, (1)
where µ± = µ ∓ λ/2 is the chemical potential, λ is the
chirality imbalance induced by an E ·B field. And
k1 = kx cosβ − kz sinβ,
k2 = ky, (2)
k3 = kx sinβ + kz cosβ.
Similarly
σ1 = σx cosβ − σz sinβ,
σ2 = σy , (3)
σ3 = σx sinβ + σz cosβ,
where σx, σy and σz are the Pauli matrices. The trans-
port direction is assumed to be along the z-axis. We con-
sider two types of pairing mechanism34. One is the inter-
node BCS-like pairing for which two paired electrons are
from two different WPs and the Cooper pairs have zero
net momentum. The other is the intra-node FFLO-like
pairing for which two paired electrons are from one single
WP, and the Cooper pairs have nonzero net momentum.
In the Nambu representation with four-component bases
[ψ↑(r), ψ↓(r), ψ
†
↓(r),−ψ
†
↑(r)]
T , the BdG Hamiltonians for
both BCS- and FLLO-like pairing cases are given by
H±B =
(
H±(−i∇∓ k0) ∆(z)
∆(z)∗ −H∓(−i∇∓ k0)
)
,
H±F =
(
H±(−i∇∓ k0) ∆(z)e
±2ik0·r
∆(z)∗e∓2ik0·r −H±(−i∇± k0)
)
, (4)
where the subscripts B and F correspond to BCS-
and FFLO-like pairing respectively. And ∆(z) =
∆0
[
Θ(−z)eiϕ/2 +Θ(z − L)e−iϕ/2
]
denotes the pair po-
tential with ∆0 as the bulk superconducting gap and
ϕ = ϕL − ϕR as the macroscopic phase difference be-
tween the left and right superconductors. The temper-
ature dependence magnitude of ∆ is given by ∆(T ) =
∆(0) tanh(1.74
√
T/Tc − 1) , where Tc is the critical
temperature. The chirality imbalance λ is only intro-
duced in the normal WSM region, therefore, λ(z) =
λ0 [Θ(z)−Θ(z − L)]. The effective gap for FFLO-like
pairing is just ∆F = ∆0, while the effective gap for BCS-
like pairing is ∆B = ∆0| sinβ|, which depends on the
angle β.
At first, we perform a gauge transformation to remove
the large momentum k0 from the BdG equation
41. The
transformations for BCS-like pairing and FFLO-like pair-
ing are
3H±B −→ H˜
±
B = e
±ik0·rH±B e
∓ik0·r,
H±F −→ H˜
±
F = e
±iσzk0·rH±F e
∓iσzk0·r, (5)
respectively, which gives
H˜±B =
(
H±(−i∇) ∆(z)
∆(z)∗ −H∓(−i∇)
)
,
H˜±F =
(
H±(−i∇) ∆(z)
∆(z)∗ −H±(−i∇)
)
. (6)
Then, the scattering problem of such a junction can
be solved by considering the boundary conditions of the
wave function at z = 0 and z = L47. At each interface we
get a scattering matrix, from which the reflection matrix
of the right-going (left going) incident particles R1 (R2)
can be abstracted in the WSM layer. The multiple reflec-
tions between the WSM-WSC boundaries lead to bound
state levels in the middle WSM layer. The discrete spec-
trum of these ABSs along a fixed incident direction can
be determined by using the condition
det[I2×2 −R2PR1P ]|E=Eb = 0, (7)
where P is the propagating matrix which accounts for
the phases acquired by the electron and hole while mov-
ing from one boundary to the other inside the WSM re-
gion. In the short junction limit, the Josephson current
is mainly carried by the ABSs and can be estimated as
I(ϕ) =
2e
~
∑
b
∂Eb
∂ϕ
f(Eb), (8)
where f(Eb) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.
The total Josephson current can be obtained as
J(ϕ) =
W 2
(2pi)2
∫
I(ϕ)dkxdky , (9)
where W is assumed to be the dimension in both x and
y directions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Next we present the numerical results and discussion
of the Josephson current in the junction. For simplicity,
we introduce the dimensionless units: the wave vector
k → kk0, the length L→ L/k0, and the energy E → EE0
with E0 = ~νk0. All physical quantities are expressed in
these units in the rest of the paper. The superconductors
considered are characterized with △0 = 10
−3 (in units of
E0) which correspond to the BCS coherence length at
zero temperature ξ0 = 2/pi△0 ≈ 636.6.
First, we consider the effect of λ0 on the band structure
of BCS-like pairing. Fig 2(a) shows the energy dispersion
of the WSM for BCS-like pairing, with (red lines) and
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FIG. 2. Energy dispersion E(kz) of the middle WSM region:
(a) for BCS-like pairing and (b) for FFLO-like pairing with
µ = 0.3. Solid (dashed) lines are for electrons (holes). Red
(Blue) lines are for with (without) the chirality imbalance.
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FIG. 3. Josephson current as a function of the superconduct-
ing phase difference ϕ. (a) and (b) are for BCS-like pairing,
and (c) and (d) are for FFLO-like pairing. (a) and (c) are
for different values of the length L with fixed λ0 = 0.3 and
(b) and (d) are for different values of λ0 with fixed L = 6.6pi.
The other parameters are β = pi/4, µ = 0.3 and T = 0.5Tc.
4without (blue lines) λ0. For a given energy, the wave
vectors of propagating electrons and holes are
k±e =
√[
µ∓
λ0
2
+ E
]2
− k2x − k
2
y,
k±h =
√[
µ±
λ0
2
− E
]2
− k2x − k
2
y, (10)
where k±e (k
±
h ) are wave-vectors of the right going elec-
trons (left going holes) for the pairs H±B respectively. For
normal incidence (kx = ky = 0), the wave vector dif-
ference between the right going electrons and left going
holes for the pairs H±B are △k
± = k±e − k
±
h = ∓λ0 when
E = 0. In the formation of Andreev bound states these
difference in wave-vectors lead to an additional phase ac-
cumulation△k±L due to the traveling of the electron and
hole in the WSM layer. These additional phases should
be offset by the phase difference between the two su-
perconductors ϕ. Therefore, the current-phase relations
(CPR) for the pairs H±B have phase shifts ±ϕ0 = ±λ0L.
In the first harmonic approximation, the total Joseph-
son current as the summation over two pairs H±B can be
written as
J = JH+
B
+ JH−
B
= J0 sin (ϕ+ λ0L) + J0 sin (ϕ− λ0L)
= 2J0 sinϕ cos (λ0L), (11)
where the critical current 2J0 cos (λ0L) implies 0-pi tran-
sitions and would change signs with increasing λ0L. This
analytical expression of the total Josephson current gives
a good fitting of our numerical results (using Eq. (9))
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Fig. 3(a) shows the CPR
for different length L of the WSM with fixed λ0 = 0.3,
and Fig. 3(b) shows the CPR for different λ0 with fixed
L = 6.6pi. The 0-pi transitions are clearly exhibited in
Fig. 3(a) and (b) by increasing L or λ0.
The energy dispersion of the WSM region for the case
of FFLO-like pairing is shown in Fig. 2(b). The paired
electrons in FFLO-like pairing are from the same WP,
therefore, the wave-vectors difference induced by the chi-
rality imbalance λ0 is zero (|△k| = |△k
±| =
∣∣k±e − k±h ∣∣ =
0) in each WP and the transport phase ϕ0 = 0. There
is no additional phase accumulation with the supercon-
ducting phase difference ϕ. In the first harmonic approx-
imation, the total Josephson current is
J = JH+
F
+ JH−
F
= (J+ + J−) sinϕ. (12)
The CPR for FFLO-like pairing is shown in Fig. 3(c)
and (d). Fig. 3(c) is the CPR for different L with fixed
λ0 and Fig. 3(d) is the CPR for different λ0 with fixed
L. The junction is always a 0-junction.
The chiral anomaly induced 0-pi transitions for BCS-
like pairing is also verified by the evolution of ABSs by
numerically solving Eq. (7). Fig. 4 shows the numerical
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FIG. 4. Energy levels Eb of the Andreev bound states (solu-
tions of Eq. (7)) for BCS-like pairing. In (b)-(f), the black
curves represent bound levels for the pair H+
B
and the red
curves represent the bound levels for the pair H−
B
. The other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 3(a).
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FIG. 5. (a) The Josephson current J(pi/2) for BCS-like pair-
ing as a function of L for various λ0, the other parameters
are the same as those in Fig. 3(a). (b) The Josephson cur-
rent J(pi/2) as a function of the angle β, for BCS-like pairing
(black solid line) and FFLO-like pairing (blue dotted line), the
other parameters are L = 0, λ0 = 0.3, µ = 0.3 and T = 0.5Tc.
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FIG. 6. (Left panel) The critical current Jc as a function of
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like pairing (c). (Right panel) The critical current Jc as a
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FFLO-like pairing (d). The other parameters are β = pi/4,
µ = 0.3 and T = 0.5Tc.
results of ABSs Eb with increasing L but fixed λ0. For
L = 0, the ABSs for the two pairs H±B are degenerate
as shown by the black dotted line in Fig. 4(a). For
L = 1.1pi, the ABSs for the pairs H±B split while the
electron-hole symmetryE → −E is preserved. The ABSs
of the two pairs become degenerate again at L = 3.3pi and
the junction becomes a pi-junction, as shown in Fig. 4(d).
Further increase in the length L of the WSM splits the
ABSs in opposite directions and the degeneracy of ABSs
appears again at L = 6.6pi. The junction becomes a 0-
junction again as shown by the green dotted lines in Fig.
4(a). This periodic evolution of the ABSs with increasing
L is an indubitable evidence of 0-pi transitions induced
by the chiral anomaly.
To verify the periodicity of the 0 − pi transitions, the
Josephson current at ϕ =pi/2 is plotted as a function of
L for different values of the chirality imbalance λ0 in Fig.
5(a). The periodic oscillations of the Josephson current
are well fitted by Eq. (11). The junction is a 0-junction
for λ0L ≈ 2npi, but a pi-junction for λ0L ≈ (2n+ 1)pi.
For the case of BCS-like pairing, the Josephson current
also depends on the angle β between the line joining the
two WPs and the transport direction due to the effec-
tive β-dependent superconducting gap ∆B = ∆0| sinβ|.
For β = 0 and ±pi, the WSCs have vanishing effec-
tive gap and the Josephson current would be minimum.
For β = ±pi/2, the effective gap is maximum and the
Josephson current would be maximum. The β-dependent
Josephson current is shown by the black curve in Fig.
5(b). By contrast, the effective gap of the WSC for
FFLO-like pairing is independent of β, and the corre-
sponding Josephson current is also independent of β as
shown by the blue dotted line in Fig. 5(b).
Furthermore, we consider the easily accessible exper-
imental signal: the critical current Jc. Fig. 6(a) and
(c) show the critical current as a function of the length
L with fixed λ0 for BCS- and FFLO-like pairing respec-
tively. The dips in the critical current for BCS-like pair-
ing (Fig. 6(a)) insure the 0-pi transitions. By contrast, for
FFLO-like pairing, Jc mainly decreases with increasing
L (Fig. 6(c)), with small oscillations due to the normal
multi-reflection at the interfaces. A similar behavior can
be found in Fig. 6(b) where Jc is plotted as a function
of λ0 with fixed L. The constant period of the oscil-
lations in Jc with increasing λ0 is well consistent with
Jc = 2J0 |cos (λ0L)| as expressed in Eq. (11). Therefore,
the chiral anomaly induced 0 − pi transitions should be
easily observable in experiments by increasing λ0 via in-
creasing parallel E or B field. On the other hand, there
is a big dip in Jc for FFLO-like pairing (Fig. 6(d)) which
locates at λ0 ≈ 2µ where the chemical potential crosses
the Weyl point. The successive small oscillations after
the big dip are also from the transmission resonance due
to the normal reflection. Therefore, this easily accessible
experimental signal, Jc, can be used to distinguish the
BCS-like pairing from the FFLO-like pairing in WSCs.
Finally, we comment on the experimental feasibility
of the observation of chiral anomaly induced supercur-
rent oscillations in WSMs. The unconventional super-
conductivity observed in WoTe2
48,49 and UPt3
50,51 im-
plies promising candidates for WSC. WSCs can also be
achieved by the proximity effect of a conventional super-
conductor on a WSM. Because the model and conclusion
in this work is quiet general, the predicted chiral anomaly
induced 0-pi transition may also be observable in such
WSCs. Moreover, we suggest a thin film as the junc-
tion geometry for the WSC/WSM/WSC junction which
is narrow in the y direction. The axis that connects two
WPs is suggested to be laid along the x direction, be-
cause the Josephson current is maximum at β = pi/2 for
BCS-like pairing. An E · B field is also applied along
the x axis to induce a chirality imbalance. In such a
configuration, the side effects of the E · B field, such as
the longitudinal voltage bias of the electric field, the or-
bital effect of the magnetic field, and the disturbance of
the superconductivity can be well suppressed. The sep-
arate modulation of E or B field will tune the chirality
imbalance λ0, and therefore lead to 0-pi transitions and
supercurrent oscillations in the case of BCS-like pairing.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we numerically investigate the effect
of chiral anomaly on the Josephson current in a WSC-
WSM-WSC junction. We consider two types of pairing
mechanisms: the BCS-like and FFLO-like pairings. For
6BCS-like pairing, the chirality imbalance λ0 induces a
wave-vector difference between the electron and the hole
in a Andreev bound state. This difference in wave-vector
causes a transport phase which results in 0-pi transitions
in the CPR. The critical Josephson current oscillates as
a cosine function of λ0L. Furthermore, the amplitude of
the Josephson current depends on the angle β between
the line joining the two WPs and the transport direction.
However, for FFLO-like pairing, the junction always be-
haves as a 0-junction and the Josephson current is in-
dependent of β. The experimental observation of this
predicted chiral anomaly induced 0-pi transition in the
Josephson current can verify the chiral anomaly effect
and as well as distinguish the superconducting pairing
mechanism of Weyl semimetals.
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